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Absolutely Amazing!
Our familiar friends like Horrid Henry and Penny Dreadful love World Records! Whether
it’s a dinosaur or a supercar there is plenty for your own ‘record- breaking’ child to read.
Don’t forget to bring your child to any of Slough’s Libraries this summer so that they can
take part in our Summer Reading Challenge – which just happens to be called - Record
Breakers!

Dinosaur Record Breakers by Darren Naish
Millions of years ago, when the dinosaurs roamed the Earth, you
had to be extreme to survive. This book is packed with
astounding facts and statistics about the record-breaking
prehistoric creatures. Will appeal to dinosaur loving children
everywhere.

The Wibbly Wobbly Jelly Belly Flop by Steve Hartley
Danny and his friends are bravely trying to break the
world records for jelly belly flopping, custard pie flinging and
picking up baked beans while wearing boxing gloves! The
competition is tough, but Danny is determined to hop, skip and
'boing' his way to a gold medal - and a new world record!
Silly fun for seven year olds and above.

Guinness World Records 2015
Latest edition of the Guinness World Records celebrates their
landmark anniversary as well as showcasing the very best of the
most recent world records. For those aged eight and over that
like their facts to be fun and fascinating.

Speed Machines by Miranda Smith
'Kingfisher Knowledge' is a comprehensive, dynamic series for
readers hungry for information on today's hot topics. Using
lively, engaging text and digital artwork, the series covers a
great range of subjects and issues. Fast facts for those aged
seven and above.

Biggest and Smallest by Camilla de Bédoyère
Find out about some of the largest, tallest, smartest and
smallest animals in the world, what is great about being tall?
What is useful about being small? Packed with loads of facts for
interested animal lovers aged seven and over.

The Smallest Horse in the World by Jeremy Strong
Swan calls Bella mean names and shows off about her parents'
money. She says she has a pool, and dolphins, and a horse.
But Bella has a horse too – a wonderfully strange and magical
little horse!
Tiny fun for those aged seven years and upwards.

For the Records by Ellie Irving
Luke is a gifted but awkward ten-year-old who is obsessed
with world records. When Luke's tiny Jersey village is in danger
of being bulldozed to the ground to make way for a waste
incinerator plant, the only way to stop it is by putting the village
on the map - by breaking 50 world records in a week. For nine
year olds and above.
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Mo Farah: Olympic Hero by Simon Hart
Find out more about Mo Farah. From his beginnings in Africa as
a schoolboy champion, to an Olympic hero on Super Saturday
at London 2012. From children aged seven and over that like an
inspirational read.

Supercars by Ian Graham
Start your engines and hold tight! Explores the world's fastest
machines including space rockets and bullet trains. A fast race
through facts for speed loving children aged eight and above.

Hooey Higgings goes for Gold by Steve Voake
Get yourself a ticket to the Shrimpton-on-Sea Games. See
Hooey hitting the high jump. Samantha wanging the welly. Twig
versus Basbo in the sprint. And what is their secret weapon?
Cheese. But we're not talking any old fromage here - this is the
ancient Greek sporting Cheese of Champions.
Feta fun for seven year olds and older.
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